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) denotes the Weierstrass P func-















, then P(z) has two fundamental
periods 2 and 2i which are real and purely imaginary,
respectively [17]. In this case P(x+ i) is real and regu-
lar (analytic) for all real values of x, with real period 2.
On the other hand, P(x) is real for real x and diverges as
(x  2n)
 2
when x tends to an integer multiple 2n of
the real period 2. Thus, the conguration space for the







<    < x
1
<  : (5)
Since the potential (3) is conning in this region, the
spectrum of H
N
is purely discrete, and the boundary
condition satised by its eigenfunctions  
k
(x) is their
vanishing on the boundary of (5).
The potential (3) with c
m


























with interaction potential v(r) = P(r). The term pro-
portional to c
m
in (3) can be viewed as the contribution
of an external eld with potential P(r + i).
We shall now show that, when the parameter m is
a non-negative integer, one can algebraically compute
a nite number (depending on m, see (14) below) of
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian (2){




























(z) is a suitable completely symmetric polynomial





+ i); j = 1; : : : ; N : (8)




) models also assume the form (6), but in
this case  can be factorized over the system of positive

























where f(x) = x in the rational case and f(x) = sinx in
the trigonometric case. Moreover, in both cases  coin-
cides with the ground-state wave function of the system.
By contrast, the function  in (7) cannot be factorized
over the system of positive roots for any function f(x),
and is not the ground-state wave function of the Hamil-
tonian (2){(3). As a matter of fact, it was shown in [18]
that the most general potential allowing for the factor-
ization (6){(9) does not include the elliptic case. This is
one of the reasons why it has been so diÆcult to obtain
explicit solutions of the elliptic CS models.
When the parameters a and b are positive, the func-
tions (6) are regular in the region (5), and they automat-





( + i) = 0 (see Ref. [17]). Thus, to show
that  
k
in Eq. (6) is an eigenfunction of H
N
we only







= 0 in the open region (5). Equivalently,

k

















Note that, by the standard properties of the Weierstrass
function [17],  does not vanish in the region (5).
It can be shown that, provided thatm is a non-negative
integer, H
N















































; 1  k  N ; (12)
are the elementary symmetric functions of the variables
z
k
. This is due to the fact that, when H
N
is written
in terms of the symmetric variables 
1
; : : : ; 
N
, it can be
expressed as a quadratic combination of the generators





























j; k = 1; 2; : : : ; N : (13)
Since these generators obviously preserve the subspace
(11), so does the gauge HamiltonianH
N
















, which can be al-
gebraically computed, along with their correspond-
ing eigenvalues, simply by diagonalizing the nite-





. The elements of M
m
,
being polynomials in the symmetric variables 
k
of de-
gree at mostm, are symmetric polynomials in z of degree
not greater than Nm. Thus the original Hamiltonian
3(2){(3) possesses (at most) dimM
m
algebraically com-
putable eigenfunctions of the form (6){(7), with 
k
(z) a
symmetric polynomial of degree at mostNm, as claimed.
Note, however, that there are other eigenfunctions of (2)
which do not belong to this algebraic sector. An interest-
ing open problem is to analyze the position in the spec-
trum of the algebraic eigenvalues and their degeneracy.
The algebra sl(N + 1), which plays a fundamental role
in the partial integrability of the Hamiltonian (2){(3), is
sometimes called a hidden symmetry algebra [19], since in
this case the Hamiltonian need not be a Casimir element.
For simplicity (indeed, no conceptual diÆculties arise
for higher values ofN andm), let us consider the problem






























Note that this is intrinsically a two-body problem, since
the potential (15) is not translation invariant. The num-
ber of algebraic eigenstates is at most dimM
2
= 6, and





with respect to the



































(a+ b+ 1) 2g
3
(1  a) 0
0 8a+ 24b + 12 0 0 g
2
(2a+ 2b+ 5)  4g
3
(a+ 1)




0 0 8a+ 12b + 14 16(a+ 3b+ 3) 0 g
2
(2b+ 3)









The eigenvalues of this matrix are the algebraic ener-
gies of the physical HamiltonianH
2
, and its eigenvectors
give the components of the corresponding functions 
k
in Eq. (6) with respect to the canonical basis of M
2
.
Take, for instance, the following values of the coupling
constants and the invariants of P(x):
a = 2 ; b = 3=2 ; g
2
= 3 ; g
3
= 2=3 ; (17)
for which the half-periods are
 = 1:31523; i  = 1:61809 i :
The matrix (16) has six real eigenvalues, so that the
Hamiltonian (2){(15) possesses six algebraic energies,
which have been listed in Table I. In this table the (ex-
act) algebraic eigenvalues ofH
2
have been compared with
a numerical approximation of the six lowest energy levels
obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation in the trian-




<  using a nite element method. The
approximate agreement between the two columns of Ta-




















TABLE I: Algebraic eigenvalues E
i
of the Hamiltonian (2){
(15) and their numerical approximations.
the lowest energy states of the system, although there is
no guarantee that this should still be true in the general
case. The polynomials 
k
corresponding to the six alge-
braic eigenfunctions of the potential (15){(17) are given
in Table II. In Figs. 1{3 we present a plot of the ground


















 3:0585 7:1643 2:2349  9:778 9:0382

1
 3:3008  10:917 2:5612 13:462  24:885

2
0:40412 5:1067  2:2912  0:77221 6:1599

3
 3:9273  37:989 2:0457 14:734 94:264

4
1:6422  2:7456  0:17611  10:472  18:108

5
3:8942 8:3079 3:6675 15:1 14:898
TABLE II: Polynomials 
k





of the Hamiltonian (2){(15). In all
cases, the coeÆcient of 1 has been normalized to unity.




is the ground state of the
system is immediately apparent if we note that 
0
can


















































































FIG. 2: First excited state wave function of the potential (15).
We thus see from the previous expression that 
0
is pos-
itive everywhere. Since, by (9),  has no zeros in the




< , it follows that  
0
does
not vanish in this triangle.
In conclusion, a nite number of eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of a quantum Hamiltonian describing N parti-
cles on a line with elliptic interaction in the presence of
an external eld have been explicitly calculated by an al-
gebraic method independent of the usual approach based
on root systems.
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